
The Universe Torus  has lanes for moving traffic.
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White Light & Black Light Beings
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This  phenomenon  you're  looking  at  calls  for  some
explanation.  Perhaps you notice the graphic that is titled, “White
Light and Black Light Suns.”

White light suns primarily empower the colors red, green and
blue, all those transparent hues added together, creates WHITE.
Angels are White Light.

But  “Blacklight”  carves  its  colors  differently,  into  cyan
[turquoise blue], magenta [pink] and yellow; and again, all three
hues  together  equal  White.  However,  whitelight  objects  are
transparent in a blacklight environment; and blacklight objects are
transparent in a whitelight environment:  as two different sides of
one coin.

People are like that. Some are whitelight spirits and some are
blacklight spirits, invisible to the others.  And that's just how it is.
See picture above?  A whole cosmic body can be built of either
white  or  black  light  particles;  and  yes,  its  peoples  think
differently, but not wrongly.

3 ~ THIRD DENSITY PHYSICAL REALITY

One  can  synthesize  a  coherent  history  out  of  that  small
collection of volumes;  and then,  watch,  some contrasts  surface
between official hierarchy versus covenant morality.

In the Anu-naki and Urantia Book models, God operates by
Hierarchy.  But in Biblical voluntary covenants (and there were
five) in Torah  and New Testament, and mirrored in the Oahspe,
God  operates  by  "consent  of  the  Governed,"  a  holistically
different  model  from either  Angelic  corps  or  Anu-naki  culture
composed of monolithic Hierarchies; Anu-Nazi-ism. 

How did this occur?  That is the thread of this book, to show
you how Hierarchy got mixed up with Covenant-keeping so that,
now  Hierarchies--atheist,  materialist  and  agnostic--  teach  a
meta-physics  that  is  transhumanist  and  mechanist,  a  dull  and
lifeless  substitute for the Glory and Nature of the Creation.

Creation is gorgeous, magnificent and simple on its face. All
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bodies and figures are coded with a DNA-signature, replicable,
inerrant, eternal.  Who can improve on it? Planet Earth is a very
diverse environment; millions of species populate the waters, the
air, the meadows, the forests and the mountains.

In charge of maintaining and securing these treasures of Creation a
Nature, a top-down industrial hierarchy--very cumbersome, ineffective
and indifferent to Life at  the bottom of the pile--poisons the air,  the
water,  the land the seas with toxic chemicals and radiological waste.
How could we let this happen?

In  our  democratic  traditions,  God  brings  us  to  a  different
model of civil governance than the ET-Anunaki Hierarchy model
that has become dominant in Babylon, Egypt, Assyria, Rome and
the Corporate industry today. Even God's people the sons of the
Patriarch Jacob, have been profoundly affected.

So  perhaps  the  real  war  is  between  the  social  model
Hierarchy  with  its  secrecy,  elitism and  occult  dogma versus  a
natural acknowledgment of Divine Instruction, characterized by
social models based more on grassroots community behavior than
on top-down Occult ideology taught--not in Church--but in secret
covens teaching wishcraft,  influence and power-relations.  Let's
see if this hypothesis is true:  that the conflict between top-down
secular Hierarchies versus Communities in Covenantaccountable
relationship  to  Higher  Orders  accounts  for  the  damage  and
plunder to which we are witnesses.

But  what  was  being  taught  in  hierarchical  Churches  that
followed Anu-naki rituals and traditions?  Sacrifice, humiliation,
confession,  shame  and  ritual  ...  in  a  never  ending  litany  of
self-flaggelation.  Did that help or hinder our development of Just
and Fair civil Law?

Do we learn about  the  history of ET relations--since God is  an
ET--in  Church?   Do  we  learn  about  anthropology,  a  true  historical
record going back as far as research can take us?  Do we examine the
causes and effects of what they call "sin" to see, how our behavior is
best self-managed?
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No.  That's what goes on in secret societies and fraternities.
Church is held as a drama club, with the same drama over and
over and over until it puts you to sleep. And God is left out of
most of it because the pre-sumption is made that God is "above
learning," "above change," and He is so abstract that humanity
had to harass and murder his Son.  After all,  no Cosmic could
possibly  adapt  to  this  our  human  lowly  existence,  and  be
successful at it.

My relationship with God YHVH has been successful for me
myself;  I  know  Him  personally  and  in  hierarchy  and  as  my
employer.  He is telepathic, clair audient and clair voyant, and I
figured out how to communicate with Somebody like Him with a
little technique of my own, for twenty years now but going on
eternity. He's not abstract to me at all.  And so I speak of God as
Yahveh.

"God" is a title and not a proper name, so when They said, "We
shall make man in our image according to our likeness," it speaks in
plural, as in Sumerian records which relate that Anu-nakis (Enlil and
Enki) were responsible for cross-breeding hybrids that conveyed some
Anu-naki characteristics into 3D humans.

Indeed, Anu-naki Angels crossbred with indigenous women
200K years ago (Genesis chapter 6) and sired  Nephilim Giants
that were simply too large to be supported in physical and social
settings.  (If  you  don't  believe  this,  you  have  not  seen  the
Anthropological evidence-burial sites in which giant bones have
been unearthed--to corroborate what I am saying here.)  They also
crossbred  with  simians  [Gorillas]  to  create  Bigfoot,  who  like
Anu-naki are very tall, but non-vocal, noon-verbal, also telepaths.
And  they  crossbred  with  Neandertal,  the  cold  weather  people,
who  retreated  into  the  interior  of  the  planet  and  became
Agarthians  that  National  Socialists  deal  with  at  the  Polar
entrances into the Interior.
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The first Covenant was with Adam, and it is written, "And
the LORD God took the man, and put him into the garden of Eden
to dress it and to keep it."  This is called Stewardship, and Adam
failed to keep it as Humanity also has failed, to this day.

Human history  from Sumerian  records  of  the  Anu-naki,  quoted
from  Enki  Speaks,  by  Sasha  Lessin,  PhD,  an  avid  Sumerian
scholar.--According to Sumerian  records, however, mankind was given
a lot more than just a garden; they were provided, quote:

From  11,000  –  10,500  B.C.,  the  gods  revived  Sumer,
taught  the  proliferating  Earthlings  bronze  and  brick
technologies,  built  a  new  spaceport  in  Sinai  Spaceport  and
renewed  Earth’s  crops  and  beasts.   “Suddenly  and  without
gradual perpetuation,” the gods made Earthlings farmers. The
agriculture  they  taught  “spread  all  over  the  world  from the
Near Eastern arc of mountains and highlands.”  The gods gave
Earthlings wheat and barley, then “millet, rye, spelt, flax (for
fibers  and  edible  oil),  onions,  lentils,  beans,  cucumbers,
cabbage, lettuce, apples, apricots, cherries, pears, olives, figs,
almonds,  pistachios,  walnuts.”  They  taught  Earthlings  to
weave  fiber  into  cloth,  make  flour,  bread,  porridge,  cakes,
pastries,  biscuits,  yogurt,  butter,  cream,  cheeses,  beer  and
wine.  Settled communities grew and the gods gave Earthlings
domesticated  dogs,  geese,  ducks,  sheep,  goats,  pigs,  horned
and hornless cattle for hides, meat, milk and wool. ... Ninurta
introduced PLOWS. First, Earthlings pulled them, then cattle.
With Enki’s new grains, they boosted food-growing. [Lessin,
Anu-naki, Gods no More, 2011]. Anu-naki gave generously.
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Even the most remote tribes of the planet all had a similar
relationship  with  the  omnipresent  [Anu-naki]  gods.   As  new
communities’  need  for  labour  increased  they  went  into  the
mountains  or  neighboring  village  and  caught  themselves  more
slaves.  All ancient cultures in the world were practicing slavery.
From the very first day of civilization man practiced what he was
taught  by his maker:  obsession with gold and keeping slaves.”
[Tellinger, Slave Species: 217 -218] 

And in the records, "Enlil" of the Anu-nakis was the prophet
of YHVH (just as Moses was). YHVH (Psalm 83:18) is distinct
from the Anu-naki culture, being a high-order, long-lived Sylph
registered  as  the  Sovereign  Creator  over  this  planet,  but  only
since the Anu-naki arrived 450,000 years ago. 

Prior to that, for millions of years, this planet was not being
worked; it was just aggregating, being at the center of a group of
cosmic ley lines...  just  collecting "stuff" for a long time.  And
over time, of course, the crust has to "grow" to accommodate the
weight of water; and so an interior compartment grows with it ...
also unworked mass. [private information]

The only energy source inside this planet is what  Agarthians
[Neanderthal-Anu-naki hybrids] assembled by utilizing Anu-naki
teachings about Free Energy inside Nibiru.  Agarthians depended
upon slavery to get that work done, but they repudiated Slavery
for the past three centuries and refuse to bow to current demands
for slave labor.

We humans have no contact with Agarthians, and it's difficult
to know when this situation will change. 
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~ HUMAN COVENANTS~  

#1 THE EMERALD COVENANT LAW

Originating in Orion the Nebula, the first Covenant we hear of
(we Humans) is that of the Emerald Covenant which comes to
humanity  by  the  Anu-naki  and  their  practices  of  Racial
preferences. According to this Treaty, signed between the Christos
Eloheim Races and the Reptoid Races, only certain Races counted
as qualifying for an eternal existence; all the “other Races” were
categorized as just the landscape.

Such doctrine  is  shocking to  us  who have lived  so long in
Diversity  with  five  major  Races  and  a  mixture  of  minor
Matriarchal  and  Indigenous  Races.  We  might  just  call  it
Not-See-ism,  because  this  Covenant  only  mattered  for  White
people, Shemites, Aryans, Neandertols who when hybridized with
Anu-naki became the Agartha.  We are still  laboring under the
Not-See-ism this Covenant aspires to.

  #1 The Emerald Covenant Treaty,
450KBC  established  at  Galactic
Center (the Nebula)  by the ORION
Hierarchy.   This  tablet  of  translucent
green  composite with embedded gold
lettering represents  the first  of several
Covenants  that  have  been  enforced
upon  the  people  of  this  Planet,
unbeknownst  to  us  all,  subject  to
Official dogma.
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#2.  NOAHIDE LAW, THE SECOND COVENANT 

While  Jews  are  commanded  to  observe  hundreds  of  laws,
non-Jews  are  said  to  be  expected  to  follow  seven  that  are
presumed to date from the time of Noah. Modern zionist Judaism
regards any non-Jew who keeps these laws as a righteous person
who is guaranteed a place in the world to come.  But there's no
Justice  evident  to  this  system  of  rules  because  deceit  is
overlooked completely.

Quote:

1. Not to deny God. 

2. Not to blaspheme God. 

3. Not to murder. 

4.  Not  to  engage  in  incestuous,  adulterous,  bestial  or
homosexual relationships. 

5. Not to steal. 

6. Not to eat a limb torn from a living animal. 

7. To set up courts to ensure obedience to the other six laws.
Unquote.

In order to analyze the efficacy of this group of top-down
commands, one must place them in the context of the absolute
physical  Law:   Opposites  attract. Behavior  attracts  replies,
reactions and responses, some Good, some not Good.  Whoever
makes such a presumption as this needs to put on his thinking
cap. 

None  of  those  seven  Rules  or  Laws  guarantees  a  good
outcome, not one.   Think about it.

Those  who  deny  God  can  be  either  praised  by  some  or
attacked by those who do not deny God. 
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Those  who  blaspheme  God  can  be  praised  by  some  or
attacked by those who do not blaspheme God. 

Those who murder can be praised for patriotism or attacked
and murdered by others. 

Those who are sexually profligate can enjoy themselves until
they die of disease or be murdered by others vested in purity. 

Those  who  steal  can  be  praised  for  resourcefulness  or
attacked and plundered by others vested in honesty. 

Those who abuse animals can either profit off abuse or be
abused in turn. 

Notice there is absolutely nothing in the Noahide laws about
lying-perjury, cheating-default, trickery-fraud, or insubordination,
the avoidance of accountability.

Number  7  is  critical:   that  courts  be  set  up  to  nullify
"Opposites attract" which is the Law of the Jungle and the Law of
Electric  Attraction.  If  Courts  do  not  undo  Laws  of  Predation,
nobody in civil society is safe.

A civil court must also create a situation where no penalty is
out of proportion to the crime ("an eye for an eye") for which an
accused must appear, and where the outcome of any act is seen as
intention either to do Good or do Harm, or be Neutral and have no
effect. 

Noahide  laws  are  patently  insufficient to  create  a  civil
society in and of themselves ... which is the entire purpose of the
push  toward  literacy  which  Abraham  fostered  and  the  push
toward civil Law which Moses fostered later on. Traditionally, if
you only do what you always did, you only get what you always
got;  and  the  certification  of  old  policies  by  Hierarchy  is  a
guarantee that no progress will develop out of practice.

In general, civil society is on a staircase; and each step has to
do with creating good outcomes and  increasing skill. ... Progress
is not about punishment, plunder, revenge, vigilante-ism, racism,
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pogroms, suppression, oppression, repression.  

God who programs kittens to  play and fish to  swim is  no
monster--regardless  what  religionists  teach  or  how  priests
blaspheme and impugn God's intentions to develop civil society
in a rational way. But when Leaders do not speak to the times
except as Old Time History, the people are not led into a future
different from the past. 

Jewish and Christian Congregations take their leadings from
Scripture, often to the point of excluding and actually repudiating
their  own human experiences in  the present.   Liturgy becomes
drama  re-enacted  over  and  over,  yet  ever  more  distant  from
Reality, from what is Holy. 

I  submit  we
have  three
directions in which
God  leads  us
around  in
experiences  to
teach  us  how  to
lead 

ourselves:  1)  our
Souls,  2)  our

Companions, and the 3) Time/Era in which we live. 

Jesus, God's Son an Essene, lived at  a time when political
corruption was intense, His methods are often adopted today in
response to political conflict by the Peace Movement. When you
understand the Hebrew religion and politics of the time, you see
Jesus was killed for sedition rather than religious reasons. 

"It has to be remembered that Jesus was not a Chris tian: he
was  a  Nazarene  -  a  radical,  westernized  Jew.  The  Christian
movement was founded by others in the wake of his own mission.
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The word "Christian" was first recorded and used in AD 44 in
Antioch, Syria. 

In the Arab world, the word used today, as then, to describe
Jesus  and  his  followers  is  Nazara.  This  is  confirmed  in  the
Muslim Koran:  Jesus is  Nazara;  his  followers are  Nazara.  The
word  means  "Keepers"  or  "Guardians".  The  full  definition  is
Nazrie ha-Brit, "Keepers of the Covenant". In fact, the Brit aspect
of that is the very root of the country name of Britain. Brit-ain
means "Covenant-land".  

(See
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/biblianazar/esp_biblianazar_2.
htm . )

Jesus'  Teachings  were  Higher  Dimensional  and  politically
radical.  Why?  Because they depended on an attitude that was
removed from the causes-and-effects of life as well as from the
stated Rules for 5D Manifesting.

He  demanded  behavior  that  was  unreasonable  in  material
terms, so that a superior outcome could manifest at some future
time despite the experience of suffering.  That's not 3D physical
reality.  
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Jesus  taught  behavior  way  past  Causes-and-effects  3D
physical,  beyond 5thD manifestation,  beyond the 7thD Angelic
point-of-view (as you will see later on).   

 As  the  Son  of  YHVH  He was  familiar  with  23rdD,  but
younger; so let's place Him at 19thD, where Intention comes into
question with Thoughts and Things.

{ Mark 7: 6 – 9,13 }  In speaking to the priesthood of his
DAY:  He spoke to non-conformity to dogma.

"He  said  to  them,   "Isaiah  prophesied  rightly  about  you
hypocrites, as it is written, 'this people honors me with their lips,
but  their  hearts  are  far  from me; in  vain do they worship me,
teaching  human  precepts  as  doctrines.'  You  abandon  the
commandment of God and hold to human tradition." 

In speaking to  His followers  about the Way by which His
Kingdom would come to be, He spoke of a radical approach that
would result in a lot of conflict between Intentions, Behavior and
Outcomes. Here are a few of His precepts about awareness:

--"Let your yes mean Yes, and your no, No!" [Don't make
promises you can't keep, and don't get off into ideology, just state
what's true.]  

--"He who is faithful in what is least is also faithful in much."
[Notice what is going on around you; don't presume judgments
about people without watching their behavior.] 

--"Notice the fig tree, how it blossoms." [And notice where
we are in the stream of time."] 

--"Keep seeking and keep your lamps lit," paraphrased.  

--"Ye shall know the Truth [because you seek and keep your
lamps lit],  and THEN, Truth shall free you from regulated and
regular Error." 
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He spoke not to doctrine, dogma or beliefs--only to behavior
in order to get long-term good effects out of immediate problems.

--"I  came  not  to  bring  Peace,  but  a  sword;  for  a  [soul]'s
enemies will be in his own house. Whoever loves father or mother
more than me is  not worthy of me;  and whoever loves son or
daughter more than me is not worthy of me; and whoever does
not take up the cross and follow me is not worthy of me.  Those
who find their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my
sake will find it. " 

On  His  account--for  behavioral  reasons--people  tend  to
divide into factions because reaching out and helping others you
don't know violates Occult tenets of self-Rest--and it implies that
self-centeredness is wrong. Yes!  People get angry when they are
accused of selfishness! 

He confronted contradictions in order to get a longterm Peace
...  not  merely  short-term expediencies.   He protested  at  times,
forgave at times, indulged at times.  He was not about making up
Rules for consistency, as the Law Covenant and Noahide Laws
did.

--"You are making my Father's House a house of robbers!"
[Don't be afraid to call a spade, a spade.] 

--"Turn the other cheek" [Blaming, naming and shaming just
do not work for good.] 

--"Sufficient  for  each  day is  its  own troubles.  ...  Don't  be
concerned about what to wear or what to eat." 

[Life is more than material needs and habitual deeds.] 

--There are sheeple and there are goats. Better know how to
test or distinguish them according to their characteristics. How do
you tell  them apart?   Some people behave by helping out and
others  don't.  Choose and judge friends  by how they help each
other cope.
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Matthew  25:34-45.   See  also  Isaiah  58,  says  the  same
thought:  what appears to be irrational--giving away your means
of life--is actually something that will benefit you in the long run.
King James Version (KJV) 

31 When the Son of man shall come in his glory, and all the
holy angels  with him,  then shall  he sit  upon the throne of  his
glory: 

32 And before him shall be gathered all nations: and he shall
separate them one from another, as a shepherd divideth his sheep
from the goats: 

33 And he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the goats
on the left. 

34  Then  shall  the  King  say  unto  them on  his  right  hand,
Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for
you from the foundation of the world: 

35 For I was an hungred, and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty,
and ye gave me drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me in: 

36 Naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick, and ye visited me: I
was in prison, and ye came unto me. 

37 Then shall the righteous answer him, saying, Lord, when
saw we thee an hungred, and fed thee? or thirsty, and gave thee
drink? 

38 When saw
we  thee  a
stranger, and took
thee in? or naked,
and clothed thee? 

39  Or  when
saw we thee sick,
or  in  prison,  and
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came unto thee? 

40 And the King shall answer and say unto them, Verily I say
unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of
these my brethren, ye have done it unto me. 

41 Then shall he say also unto them on the left hand, Depart
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil
and his angels: 

42 For I was an hungred, and ye gave me no meat: I was
thirsty, and ye gave me no drink: 

43 I was a stranger, and ye took me not in: naked, and ye
clothed me not: sick, and in prison, and ye visited me not. 

44 Then shall they also answer him, saying, Lord, when saw
we thee an hungred, or athirst, or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or
in prison, and did not minister unto thee? 

45 Then shall he answer them, saying, Verily I say unto you,
Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the least of these, ye did it not
to me. 

46 And these shall go away into everlasting punishment: but
the righteous into life eternal. 

--"Who  is  my  mother,  and  who  are  my  brothers?"   And
pointing to his disciples, he said,  "Here are my mother and my
brothers! for whoever does the will of my father in heaven is my
brother and sister and mother."  

--"A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad tree bear
good fruit.  Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down
and  thrown into  the  fire.   Thus  you  will  know them by  their
fruits." 

This is radical stuff demanding a form of Sacrifice of Self;
the reasons that it works out are not readily apparent, especially to
those making continual sacrifices over a long period of time.
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4 ~ FALSE ZION-TALMUDIC COVENANT

Can you see so-called "Israel" today living by the Teachings
of Jesus?  Do they have compassion for their Palestinian cousins?
Do they operate from Honesty and Truth?  Do they turn the other
cheek?  Who is their 

Master?  YHVH's LAW?  Whom are you kidding?

"Ysrael"  today  is  a  parliamentary  democracy  set  up  by
British power-brokers; and the claim that it is a Jewish state is
more  apparent  than  real.   If  you  listen  to  rhetoric,  news  and
speeches coming out of Jerusalem, it's not the rhetoric of Holy
Law you  hear,  but  as  the  tail  wagging  the  dog  called  USSA,
globalist Fascist State.

How different Jesus was from Teachers of Hierarchy and  5th
Dimensional meta-physics--by the doctrine Paul propounded over
and  over  again,  that  behavior  was  no  longer  of  any  account.
Belief became the be-all and end-all once more, so  a Christian
was once again free to choose his or own behavior based on status
and station. (This was the return to hierarchy of the Church.)

{ in Galatians 2:16 }  Saul of Tarsus says:

". . .   a person is justified not by the works of the law but
through faith in Jesus Christ.  And we have come to believe in
Christ Jesus,  so that we might be justified by faith in Christ, and
not by doing the works of the law, because no one will be justified
by the works of the law" 

{Romans 3 : 28 }  And again,

"For we hold that a person is justified by faith apart  from
works prescribed by the law." 

{ Romans 4: 3 – 5: 2 }  And again,

"For if Abraham (who came before the Jews were given the
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"the Law" at the time of Moses) was justified by works, he has
something to boast about, but not before God.  For what does the
scripture say?  "Abraham believed God, and it was reckoned to
him as righteousness."   Now to one who works, wages are not
reckoned as a gift but as something due.  But to one who without
works trusts him who justifies the ungodly such faith is reckoned
as righteousness. 

Where did Paul come by this change in direction?  He was a
Pharisee  schooled  in  the  Talmud.  The  Talmud  was  scribed  by
Hebrews  in  Babylon  who  were  subject  to  meta-physics  of
Anu-naki history recorded in Sumerian tablets and practiced in
Babylon  as  the  Kabala,  which  today  teaches  Rules  for
Manifesting  and  Centering  Behavior  instead  of  the  Churches'
doing that.

Notice  though,  Paul  says,  "Be  all  of  one  mind,"  and  in
Orthodox parishes,  their  community prayer  is,  "One mind, one
heart,  one voice!" so where does Thought Control--definitely a
5thD manifestation--enter into the picture appropriately?  At the
Church level. That's what the Church ought to be doing--teaching
what secret societies teach about manifestation with a glad heart.

Instead  they  repeat  over  and  over  the  sad  tale  of  Jesus'
sacrifice, and then they wonder why Christians don't jump on that
band wagon and sacrifice themselves as Jesus did, over and over
again.

Neither do Christians wonder out loud why the Church has
left off teaching prosperity along with good social and personal
behavior, exemplified in the 254 civil principles of Holy Common
Law and Physics conveyed in the Stone of Scone Covenant of
YHVH  by  Celtics  and  Druids  until  the  Roman  Conquest  of
Britain.
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Nibiru coming around again 2003-2011
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Every  3616  years  and--dramatically--every  25,900  years,  our
solar system and the Nibiru system have come together briefly in
an  apocalyptic  time  for  everybody.  Noah's  flood  and  Joshua's
exploits in the Wilderness of Judea both attest to how severe this
intersecting interaction can be. Yet Mankind has survived all 19
intrusions  until  now;  so  we  have  every  reason  to  believe,
Humanity will  persist  on into a future dramatically changed or
altered.

5 ~ IDEOLOGY VERSUS COVENANT 

I hate to have to point out the obvious, but since there's a
Noahide Law and since Moses  taught  Law, PROBABLY there
needs to be a Teaching in the Church for Civil Laws that promote
civil life and reduce mercenary and predatory elitist Roman Law
and  the  Law  of  the  Jungle  mentality  of  modern  industrial
mechanization. You think?  

Isn't  that  the  entire  business  of  the  Church,  to  regulate
behavior?  Of course it is.  And under IRS Regulation 501(c)(3)
such  a  function  creates  costs  because  the  congregation  that
actually  engages  the  legislative  process  to  regulate  human
behavior is taxed for it.

------------

See Appendix 2.  Common  Law Under Moses.

------------

When a State enforces ideological Thought Controls at the
level of civil Law, what happens next is, its policies, procedures
and practices become impersonal  iconic rituals  that  often deny
civil  and/or  human  rights  to  idiosyncratic-but-innocent
non-conformists (what Christians following Jesus' behaviors tend
to be). 

Such  pogroms against believers are the common practice in
privatized jurisdictions ... to hound, harass, scapegoat dissidents
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in order to get rid of honest criticism and dissent.  The USA is a
privatized "nation."

The  State  has  responsibility  and  accountability  for  jurisdic-
tional  boundaries,  resources  and  physical  maintenance  of
common facilities and administrative functions.  These must be
free of etheric bias, soundly operating from causes-and-effects in
time that thrive the most people and suffer the fewest.  It must
operate from Common Laws against harm, deceit and waste, and
it  must  be  impartial,  to  protect  the  single  individual  from the
corporate body [having deep pockets]. Defending and protecting
Elites is not a legitimate function of Common Law or Holy Law.
That is parasitic and predatory--back to the Law of the Jungle.

6 ~ FIFTH DENSITY PHYSICAL REALITY

How  the  Cosmos  is  Governed:   State  and  Academia  are
overeseen  by  Angelic  Hosts  &  Corps--by  policy,  procedure,
process, practice; but outcomes are left to chance,  a tricky and
risk method for planetary rule.

Very little is revealed about Angels generally, it is not known
that Angels are ALL male--none female—because they are eternal
Souls.  Angels do not breed; a special Creation of our Sovereign
Creator YHVH, just prior to the establishment of the Anu-naki
culture,  which  they  adopted  whole  cloth,  and  still  hold  to
tenaciously.  

What  is  Holy,  Sacred and Real  for  Angels  is  very different
from human priorities.   They abide by Anu-naki  meta-physics,
ethics and organizational priorities, which sum total do not work
very  well  in  an  environment  characterized  by  great  Diversity,
which this planet is and has. Angels' perspective is known to me
as 7thDensity  because they are our Source of contact with the
Godhead.  Angels have a consistent point of view, to wit:

1. Angels presume all human beings have the same Spirit type
and the same Will  Type.  You will  always hear them speaking
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about how people are ALL THE SAME.  This is in error.

2.  It  is  assumed  that  Experiences  are  just  experiences  and
attach to no larger purpose or reality.  The Evolution of human
thinking  is  seen  as  inevitable  with  time  and  with  sufficient
monkeys  typing  at  sufficient  keyboards.  This  is  also  in  error.
Leadership,  direction  and  salience  are  required  for  human
progress. 

3. Angels assume that God gave out on His Responsibilities
toward this Planet, and that a Return of Messiah is necessary for
the culmination of this planet's success.  This is not so. Prophets
and Messiahs come and go. 

4.  Angels  assume  that  what  is  Fair  for  Christians  and
Christianity is Fair for the World.  This way this belief has played
out  is  in  World  domination  by  the  Western  European  and
American  interests  in  power  and  money.   Whether  they  will
retrench this pan-Globalist empire is a matter of great concern in
Law. 

5.  It  is  assumed  that  what  Justice  consists  of  is  Fairness
(sameness,  equivalency).   This  belief  has  affected  schools,
hospitals and hierarchies by establishing rote policies, procedures,
processes and practices, lock-step bureaucracies which dole out
like-for-like  services  and  resources  whether  appropriate,
sufficient, useful or not. 

6. Angels' performance [if you will] is assessed by the Cosmic
Governor known as "Who's Holy," and it is HIS judgment that
power balances arising in the Angel Corps are very polarized at
this  time,  with  sufficient  numbers  holding  to  power  relations
[tyranny, genocide and slavery] that history is at risk of cosmic
war. 

7. YHVH's response to this situation is to Notice that Angels
are absent from their customary duties. YHVH exists and operates
at the 23rd Dimension, Eternity.

All  New Age Thought  is  based  on Angelic  (and Anu-naki)
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doctrines. "Original Blessing" is the doctrine
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that says Evil has never been and is not now a problem. Humans
are mandated to Rest and not struggle.  This is in error, although
individuals who promulgate such reasoning are only Righting the
Wrong that says, "All men are just sinners and what they do is no
account." 

Realizing What is True and what is NOT True 

... When we speak of what happens, we are being clear about
what is true, and the work of knowing is half done. 

... Meditation is good (the emptying of the mind)--resting!--but
what  one  refills  the  mind  with  is  also  important  to  consider.
Garbage in, garbage out.

...  When one desires to  be free [of obligations or duties] to
relate to either Abundance or Simplicity, then being silent [and
still,  inactive]  is  one way to do that;  but  seeking and learning
from wise Others and wise writings is another way that requires ,
as Jesus taught. But folding one's hands and doing nothing but
agreeing with dogma?  

02.03  ...  If  you  simply  don't  believe  that  God  exists,  then
directing your  life  Subjectively  becomes very  difficult  because
you never know whose thoughts are showing up in your mind,
and  you  must  work  at  Discernment  ...  which  Occult  dogma
eschew. ("It's all good!")

03.03 ... God says His concern is that every sort of Soul ought
to have an opportunity to manifest a form of Integrity and Honor
to realities that physical Life imply, which intentions reveal about
one's followership, fellowship and leadership. 

There are four basic types of Souls:  Questioning, Creating,
Counting, and Reasoning.  All these Soul Kinds deserve to seek,
find and be found in the Subjective (Heaven) when they get there.
But  trying  to  create  Heaven  here  in  the  Physical--everybody
resting in their own Soul's awareness--is worse than absurd.
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...  An approach to  Judgment in  which Feelings  of the Will,
Thoughts  of  the  Mind  and  Harmony  at  the  Heart  manifest
together--Aha!--is  the  fundamental  response  to  Truth  we
recognize as "the Ring of Truth." People who don't bother to seek
the ring of Truth each and every day in all their transactions are
less than lazy; they're stupid.

...  What  will  work  as  discipline  for  humanity  is  record  of
causes-and-effects; of Human values kept as Sacred; of Human
Needs recognized as Holy and Essential.  Opinions merely scatter
data;  it  is  facts  alone--objective  and  physical--which  form the
basis  of  all  judgments  about  effects,  results  and  outcomes  of
behavior. 

... There's a lot of talk about Freedom.  The US was founded
on Freedoms--to control/cull indigenous peoples, chop down the
forests, kill the buffalo, enslave immigrants on arrival, to exploit
family and child labor.  It's all in the history books; and yet the
false Claim that this is a Free Country is still heard, albeit with
irony in one's voice.  

New  Age  Teachings  are  similar  to  a  belief  in  Freedom,  as
propounded and promoted by the Anu-naki Son of Anu, Enki.:

~ 5thDensity  RULES FOR MANIFESTATION taught  in
every New Age and Occult Assembly.

1. "Creation is All One," as if Diversity in spirit and will has
no  point  of  departure  and  all  humanS  experience  Life
similarly--not true.

 2.  "Reality is an Illusion," implies that we don't need to pay
attention to consequences or effects of human behavior. Further,
this doctrine asserts, there's no way to know what is true, and Evil
is just a point-of view." 

 3.  "Do  what  thou  wilt,"  is  Luciferian  Anu-naki  dogma,
Babylonian; and this teaching promotes avoidance of outcomes
that display harm, cost and deceit. 
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 4. "Like attracts like" opposes Physics.  Partical Physics, and
Electronics both teach: opposites attract.  So Like Attracts Like
only actually works if one has a legal system at your back to undo
Darwinian Laws of  the  Jungle and the  Law of  Physics  and to
promote Justice which is a good act ought to be followed by a
good outcome--not by predation or waste. 

5. "There is no such thing as physically trying to solve any
problem.  You  either  manifest  or  you  don't."  It  is  believed
outcomes  are  created  by  manifesting  influence  in  the
mind--How?--solely  by prayer  for  what  you want,  by wishing,
expecting  and  conjuring  God,  Angels  and  Higher  Entities.  No
actions on your part!  In fact, if you even continue to think about
a  problem,  you  are  said  to  be  part  of  it  and  increasing  its
prevalence.

6. "Astrology" gives rote rationalizations for bad and harmful
outcomes and effects in life. A usual explanation for a failure of a
good person to thrive is, "they weren't good enough"--not a truth
that  they  might  have been deceived,  tricked,  lied to  or  preyed
upon by   agents or agencies pursuing predatory legalism. 

7.   "As above,  so below" results  in  a  set  of  5th dimension
social classes that turn inward toward their own desires, become
passive  and  complacent  about  condition  of  Others.   New Age
ideology creates top-to-bottom hierarchy among Elites; but it's the
old  Indian  caste  and  slave  system all  over  again,  which  Jesus
trampled by his examples and parables.

Differences-in-social-rules  occur  and  exist  between  the
different dimensions: Heaven, Physical 3D & Hell. 

7 ~ HIERARCHY Versus  Patriarchy & Matriarchy

The rules for living in the Subjective (in Heaven) differ from
appropriate rules for living in Cause-andEffect 3D (here). When a
Soul  is  abiding  in  Heaven,  breaking  these  rules  gets  a  soul
evicted; there is no place to reside. That's how serious the matter
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of Rules is, there. Living in Heaven, the 5th-7thD Rules aren't
physical: 

1  .  Keep  order  by  minimizing  manifestations  of  the  Spirit
("stuff"); 

2. Keep personally clean so you don't smell. 

3. Speech.  Speech is used infrequently there; mainly telepathy
and principally one communicates as part of a Thought Collective
there. 

3a. Only speak when required or spoken to.

3b. There are some topics which are simply not allowed to be
discussed in polite company.

3c.  Don't  even  listen  to  people  speaking  about  their  own
personal experience because they do not affect you.

4. Judgments.  

4a. Harbor no judgments about what happens. 

Rules 3a, b and c are particularly unfortunate when used in the
3rd D Physical among middle and upper class kids who incarnate
in the Physical from the realm of Heaven, because what it does is
disable them from speaking up or speaking out  for themselves
when a problem occurs. They retain the memory of the correct
Rules they bring with them, so they are very timid.

 4b. If you wonder about someone's character or experience,
make up something, an idea, a question, a simulation, a sequence
of  questions,  a  "What  IF,"  and  share  your  what  if  (made  up)
experience with them; and they'll tell you how they would deal
with it. This is what happened to Eve in the Garden of Eden. She
got tested, and she proved she didn't understand her role.

Such a  subjective  tactic  is  underlying  the  predatorypolitical
strategy of using surveys (false simulations) to make masses of
people feel as if  their  p-o-v is  being considered,  when in fact,
surveys  are  an imitation of  communicating because no context
elements occur in surveys and they are completely shallow and
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devoid  of  coherent  data.  Surveys  are  a  scam,  by  definition,
especially in the way they are used to bias the media.

Rule 4b also means, in Heaven there is no such thing as a LIE
because there is no such thing as a FACT in Heaven. So making
up stories is the way Heavenites experience any experience. 

But "lying," making up false experiences to test someone, here
in  Physical  3D,  devastates  problem  definition  and  sidetracks
peoples' knowledge of what is true (facts, occurrences, outcomes)
versus what is not true.  Also, the use of fiction as entertainment
serves the same purpose as simulations do in Heaven, providing
vicarious experiences; but here fiction, movies, video games, etc.
are being co-opted by power predators, so fiction is being used to
control masses judgments around behavior and outcomes.
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Earth has a new >Sun< and a new Path … to Orion

All mechanical, astronomical and technical details of the 
“New Heavens and New Earth” [Ephesians 5] are being 
handled by Anu-naki & Angels.
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8 ~ BEHAVIOR IN HELL'S TIMELESSNESS ~*~ 

Hell is timeless; nothing and no one moves around in the 2nd
dimension, vertically. Hell is everybody speaking at once, no one
listening to anything but their own din.  Where you are located is
where  you  stay,  along  a  single  line  of  thought  that  resembles
everyone else's line of thought.

Those incarnates who interrupt--as interpreted by Etiquette in
3rdD Physicality--are giving a sign of a once-bad character who
has returned from Hell! Here in 3rd Dimension, people who talk
while other people are talking can be reacting to consequences
that  come  up  in  cause-and-effect  in  the  conversation.  They
probably came here from Hell, wherein there is no time constraint
and everything happens  at  once,  simultaneously.  In  Hell  every
Soul is busy interacting all the time with everyone else and "the
topic"  is  always  consequences,  and  that's  what  is  perfectly
normal. Hell is chaos, entropy and waiting-wading through it.

What  is  not  normal  in  Hell  is  isolating  oneself.  A  soul
attempting to isolate in Hell creates a judgment, they're ready to
leave. But when that soul gets to the 3rd D, they talk while others
talk and they do not notice the social   difference we call "taking
turns."

Those  accused  of  bad  manners  because  they're  interrupting
need mercy because, what they're trying to do is insert into the
conversation,  something  very  important  in  their  experien-
ces--consequences  of  behavior  that  have  been  silenced,  salient
and coherent to a problem being discussed. They need to speak,
but   Souls from Heaven will always try to silence them, hush
them, shut them away. In Hell, everything gets talked about, over
everybody's head, all the time, forever. That's all there is to do,
there. Being in Hell is being tired of having to talk.

These  problems  illustrate  why  consensus  group  discussions
must be facilitated at  the 3rdD physical level so that each and
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every  individual  Soul  gets  heard--whether  they  incarnate  here
from  Heaven  or  here  from  Hell--with  interruptions  being
considered as serious and important as scripted speaking. 

Another sign that someone came here from Hell is that they
have noise all the time going on in the background and it comforts
them; but when they are spoken to directly, they freeze. 

[NOTE:   The  experience  of  Prison  is  a  combination  of
Heaven's being silenced and Hell's being subject to a constant
din and not being able to escape either the inner silence or the
outer din.] 

When a soul comes back into incarnation from Hell,  they're
extremely sensitive to consequences of language. Children who
come back into a 3rd D Physical bloodline from Hell--who were
sent to correct the bloodline of its sins--are usually silenced and
end up leaving the bloodline permanently (much to its great loss)
because they are reformed,  astute  and aware Souls going back
into 3rdD causes-and-effects; but usually their nascient family is
vested in silence and lack of awareness. [That's my experience. I
came here from Hell and that's why I speak up.] 

We need to listen better  to people in crisis, and we need to
interrupt and tell political manipulators who cling to advantages
to  shut  up!  because  they're  lying  to  us  all  the  time.   A large
number of good and dissident people are now in Hell (sent there
by judgments against them) and they are all speaking up at once
about what happened to them, which is to say, "There is Hell to
pay for what has occurred on this planet, to the Innocent in the
Name of corporate statutes, admiralty law and Roman Law!" 
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#9 ~ CHAOS AND ENTROPY IN EFFECT:

GLOBALISM, NOT-SEE-ISM  & EXOPOLITICS

 Human contradictions  in  interacting  with  ETs  confront  the
fact, their Subjective Rules don't match ours; and some of them
come in at us from between physical  dimensions.  SO! Truth or
NO Truth, Trust or NO Trust, Hope or NO Hope, Mercy or NO
Mercy have no referents in their minds or culture..

 But, Anu-naki are our genetic Progenitors, and they came at
us from below our "Heavens," but above 3rdD "causes & effects";
and this is why they [inadvertently I believe] created Chaos on
this planet, because they never understood or understand--funda-
mentally--the vital function of Truth-telling in society's physical
ability  to  resolve  and  solve  conflicts  and  disputes  in  terms  of
causes-and-effects rather than from top-down Hierarchy.

This is why the curriculum in University Conflict Resolution
courses  has  nothing  to  do  with  Truth-telling  at  all,  because
Powers  That  Be  who  fund  such  courses  are  unaware  that
Truth-telling underlies  problem solving.  Anu-naki  are  all  about
subjective and top-down Opinions because they (personally) are
not subject to causes-and-effects in material terms. They all think
together, and they manifest  together;  and what was obsolete or
useless simply vanishes! out of their sight.  

Not  only  have  the  Anunaki
returned  with  CHRIST  [on
1/28/11],  they  have  taken  over
control of Earth, encompassed our
Planet with its toroid embrace, and
we are moving as  a cluster~ on a
Path to the Orion Nebula whence
Anu-naki society originated. 
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Anu-naki do NOT know what garbage is, nor pollution, nor
water-table damage, nor chemtrails. Further, they have no social
capacity to get down to facts. This is how Sumerian-Babylonian
cultures   plundered  culture  after  culture  on  this  Planet  with
confabulated  simulations  and  secret  doctrines  and  never  even
noticed the damage they were doing.  They simply state, "What's
the  matter  with  you? What's  to  be  afraid  of?"  because,  in  5th
dimensional reality, there are no consequences for manifestations
of  Thought  Groups,  left  over  physically.  Doesn't  happen!   In
5thD, "There is  nothing to  fear,"  is  true and real--not  in  3rdD
physical reality, however.

Nicholas Emery said to me, in a typical 5thD topdown lecture,
"When you come to the understanding that fear is an illusion as
well  as  death  (which  instills  fear),  It  means  that  "Earth"  is  a
reflection of higher realities or Heaven, that we are One, because
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if we are ultimately all connected to the same Source, "As Above,
So Below", then its all the same thing. Not a very hard concept,
how the hell to you take it to an Anu-naki level... 

You see?  "Not-seeing" harm, damage, plunder, suffering  is
the programming of occult 5thD Elites!

Just so, it is not in the ideological programming of the US
Congress to respond to suffering and woe of veterans, elders,
unemployed, single parents or targeted individuals. Congress is
dominated by the 5thD ideology of Masonic Orders, to manifest
by wish-craft and influence, never mind problem-solving!

Correct Teachings for Human 3rd Dimensional Life reside in
causes  and  effects  which  Holy  Law  and  Common  Law  have
articulated, coming to us from ...

PATRIARCHY.

Modern  society  has  conceited  leadership  derived  from
Anu-naki  hegemony,  who  eschew  the  Holy  Laws  of  physical
existence:  causes  &  effects,  the  operation  of  vows,  promises,
covenants,  and  civil  Law in  a  manner  headed  to  Justice  with
Fairness.

Modern society doesn't even talk about what Justice is. I don't
think we know.  In my meditations, I was told that Justice is the
following:  

A well-intentioned individual doing a harmless or positive
act receives a good outcome.  If  he is disrupted by someone
else, he has the right to go to a Judge, proclaim his injury, and
the Judge act on behalf of Law to restore the honest man and
disrupt  the  disrupter.  The  Judge  places  the  disrupter  into  a
situation wherein he must return to the practice of doing good
and not harm. And in this way, the relation in Physics that says,
"Opposites  attract"  [Good  people  attract  predators.]  is
corrected, and the action, the operation of Law of the Jungle, is
reversed  in  which  the  good  experienced  Evil.   This  is  how
Justice works.  
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Today Justice is wholly absent from English-speaking nations
because Laws of the Admiralty, of the Sea, of corporate statutes,
codes and Rules,  give advantage and preference to  Elites  with
deep pockets under derivatives of Roman corporate and privatized
Law.

So Patriarchy is and was mandated to pursue real Justice over
mercenary legalism and rule-baiting.
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